We are looking for a Test Engineer – Location Based Services to join our team to test and implement cutting-edge automotive technologies and features. If you have a passion for mobility of the future, want to be a part of the validation process for series production readiness and like to test upcoming cars by your own hands, then this opportunity is something for you!

YOUR RESPONSIBILITIES

- Be responsible as a tester in an agile project environment
- Conduct test drives as driver or co-driver, including road tests, tests on test course Aschheim as well as standing tests
- Work on test sets including creation, verification, and documentation
- Analyze and verify ground truth and big data
- Do trace analysis and error reporting
- Maintain and monitor operating systems
- Work closely together with the Development Team, Functional Owners and other stakeholders in a great work atmosphere

OUR REQUIREMENTS

- Engineering degree or equivalent technical degrees
- Eager to learn and an autonomous worker
- Must have: German driving license, English on a business level and a team player
- Nice to have: experience in testing, system integration in automotive industry and German language

We have an interesting package of benefits. See also here

The position is suitable for graduates, and they are welcome to apply!